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African Tax Administration Forum 
(ATAF) 
Strengthening cooperation and promoting peer-learning 
among African Tax Administrations 

ATAF is a multilateral platform established in 2009 by Commissioners, Senior Tax 
Administrators and Policy Makers from 28 African countries. It has since grown into an 
autonomous international organization counting 39 member countries from the continent. 
ATAF aims at promoting and facilitating cooperation among African Tax Administrations, 
improving the efficiency of tax legislation and administration, sharing best practices, and 
building capacity through peer learning. 

Rationale 

Tax policy and administration is a core area in public financial management, which suffers from 
major deficiencies in developing countries. Although an efficient tax system is crucial for mobilizing 
domestic revenues and reducing aid dependency, tax administrations in Africa often lack the 
resources and capacity to properly perform their duties. While there have been improvements in 
revenue raising efforts over the last few years, half of sub Saharan African countries still mobilise less 
than 17% of their GDP in tax revenues, compared to an average of around 35% in OECD countries.  

Objectives and activities 

The main objectives of ATAF are to:  

a. Improve the capacity of African tax administrations to achieve their revenue objectives; 
b. Advance the role of taxation in African governance and state building; 
c. Produce and disseminate knowledge on tax matters to inform policy and legislation formulation, 

foster transparency and accountability, and improve revenue collection; 
d. Provide a voice for African countries on global platforms (OECD, G20) and influence the 

international tax debate; 
e. Develop and support partnerships between African countries and aid agencies. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Country/region 

Regional (Africa) 

Executing agency 

African Tax 
Administration Forum 
(ATAF) 

Partners 

Austria, Denmark, 
Finland, Germany, 
Ireland, Netherlands, 
South Africa, UK 

Project duration 

2017-2020 (Phase III) 

Total budget 

USD 16’931’984 

SECO contribution 

CHF 900’000 

 



Governance Structure 

African Tax Commissioners from 39 countries support ATAF. The main bodies of ATAF are the 
General Assembly, the Council and the Secretariat. The highest decision-making body is the General 
Assembly, which constitutes the Heads of the Tax Administrations of member states or their 
authorized representatives. The Council ensures the management of ATAF business and the 
Secretariat performs the administrative functions. 

How to get involved 

Membership to ATAF is open to all African countries wishing to work towards the above objectives, 
following a written indication of accession and accepting the abiding rules and regulations.  
Collaborating administrations and multilateral organisations may be granted “Associate” status.  

Results so far 

Over the last few years, ATAF has hosted several technical events and developed a wide range of 
capacity-building activities aimed at strengthening the capacities of its member countries on key tax 
issues. It has organised several regional workshops on areas such as natural resource taxation, 
transfer pricing or tax auditing and has developed on-line courses tailored to its members’ needs, 
ranging from electronic invoicing and transfer pricing to tax treaty negotiation or exchange of 
information for tax purposes. It has produced several policy papers and official positions on key 
international tax issues representing the position of Africa in international fora such as the OECD 
Global Forum on Transparency and the BEPS Inclusive Framework. 

 

Contact details and further information 

Homepage ATAF: www.ataftax.org   

Email: info@ataftax.org  

ATAF Coordinator at SECO:  
Tel.: +41 58 464 07 94 
Email: wemu.sekretariat@seco.admin.ch 
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